No Post Program Conditioning on UT28F256QL
and UT28F256LVQL 256k PROMs
Overview:
The UT28F256QL and UT28F256LVQL 256k PROMs (QL PROMs) are functionally
equivalent replacement devices for the UT28F256 and UT28F256LV exhausted legacy
PROM inventory. The QL PROM reliability has been demonstrated and is guaranteed
without post program conditioning (PPC). These devices are a complete redesign of the
legacy PROM devices and are built on a state-of-the-art 5V 0.35µm CMOS process using
RadHard-by-Design techniques. The QL PROM along with the QuickLogic ViaLinkTM
non-volatile programming element have been designed, characterized and demonstrated to
support a reliable QL PROM device post programming, with NO added conditioning. The
QL PROM reliability results are highlighted in the attached low temperature (-55°C)
operating lifetest (LTOL) and high temperature (+125°C) operating lifetest (HTOL)
summaries. Over 20 million programmed ViaLink elements and over 20 million
unprogrammed ViaLink elements were found to be reliable during this lifetest study. The
LTOL and HTOL lifetest studies each contained 77 QL PROM devices balanced in their
programming between 1’s and 0’s, the 1’s being programmed ViaLink elements and the
0’s being unprogrammed ViaLink elements. The duration of lifetest was 1000 hours for all
devices operating at maximum operating power supply voltage of 5.5V. No failures were
observed.
The QL PROM devices will be damaged if subjected to the legacy PROM post program
conditioning (PPC). The PPC kit supplied with the legacy PROM operates with VDD at
7.0V, maximum VDD on the QL PROM is 6.0V. Also, the Program Enable pin toggles on
the PPC kit, which will incorrectly stress the QL PROM. DO NOT perform PPC on the
new QL PROM devices.
History:
The legacy PROMs (device types UT28F256 and UT28F256LV) were designed in the
early 1990s and manufactured in the mid-1990s on a 1.2µm radiation-hardened CMOS
process. Before the critical programming-to-use fuse current characteristics for reliably
programming millions of fuses could be determined and understood, access to this 1.2µm
CMOS process went away with the sale of Aeroflex’s wafer fabrication facility. Aeroflex
Colorado Springs was no longer able to re-design the programming path in the legacy
PROM to provide more current through the fuse during programming. To compensate for
one in a million weakly and unreliably programmed fuses occurring immediately after
programming, Aeroflex developed a post program conditioning (PPC) procedure to
strengthen weakly programmed fuses and expose any remaining devices with weakly
programmed fuses. Aeroflex demonstrated high reliability of the legacy PROM with PPC
through lifetest studies.

Summary:
The new UT28F256QL and UT28F256LVQL QL PROMs are designed with reliable
ViaLink programming which requires no post program conditioning. These devices are
built on a state-of-the-art 5V 0.35µm CMOS process using RadHard-by-Design
techniques. The reliability of the programmed QL PROMs has been demonstrated though
LTOL and HTOL lifetest studies.
Conversely, the UT28F256 and UT28F256LV legacy PROMs were found to have
insufficient fuse programming current and required a post programming conditioning
procedure to guarantee reliability. Extensive reliability studies were performed and
demonstrated reliability of the programmed Legacy PROM with PPC.
The QL PROM devices will be damaged if subjected to the legacy PROM post program
conditioning (PPC). DO NOT perform PPC on the new QL PROM devices.
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